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population (see main text). Assuming that dead individuals are replaced (i.e. constant population 23 size), the expected number of individuals that can be sampled depends thus on the annual 24 survival, monitored population size and number of years monitored. Estimates of the model 25 parameters were based on a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) approach in which estimated 26 variance-covariance matrices was constrained to be positive-definite. Among-individual variance 27 in elevation (V E ), in slope (V S ) and correlation among individual's elevation and slope (r ES ) were 28 set respectively to 0.9, 0.2 and 0.1 which was close to the estimates found in this population (see 29 main text). (Table S2 ). Clutch size also exhibited a quadratic relationship with female age. RRAM further 41 revealed that year and plot explained significant parts of the variance in clutch size (models 2 and 3; Table   42 S2). The inclusion of ind 0, the individual-specific intercepts for the clutch size-density reaction norm ("I" 43 or elevation), increased the fit of the model significantly (model 4; 
